Good Morning
Happy Friday everyone!
Today we have the usual; mix of activities along with PE in the afternoon. SO get our of
those pyjamas and in to your PE kit.
So lets get started on another day of amazing home learning.

Mr Foster

Maths – Develop a flexible Maths brain
Today I want to you to have a go
at these division sums.
If you want a bit of practice
before tackling them, why not
use the same sums but only
divide by the 1s digit. For
example
366 ÷ 13 would become 366 ÷ 3
when you are having a practice

Break time!
Remember to have a snack and
a drink.
Why not have a nice piece of
fruit for a snack.

Ask your parents who these
men are and what their
favourite say was?

English


WALT: Draft the ending of a story.



Today I would like you to rewrite the end of your favourite story. Were you ever disappointed with
how a story ended. Upset that Harry Potter won. Annoyed that Frodo was not consumed by the fire
of Mount Doom!



Well now is your opportunity to rewrite history. Think of rewriting the last few pages to change
the plot. It would be great if you could include:



Speech with actions

The thoughts the characters were thinking at key moments.



A description of the scene
Relative clauses to add detail

Lunchtime


Congratulations you have earnt your lunch today



It is Fish Finger Friday! Time for a delicious Fish
Finger sandwich.

Reading Time


Lesson overview: To make comparisons between two songs



Read a book! Reading expands the mind and increases ones knowledge of the world we inhabit.
Choose a good book, find a comfy place and enjoy.

PE
WALT: PE with Joe
Fire up the computer. Log in to YouTube and find an episode of PE with
every ones favourite long haired PE teacher.
After you have finished joining in with Joe and wondering what hair care
products he uses, why not go into the garden and help your parents with
some gardening.

